Building a new links course
Can you build a seaside links - or is that nature's job? This was Bernard Findlay's question and, as course manager at Portstewart, he seems to have found the answer

BIGGA's National Golf Tournament
Despite efforts from the weather, our tournament, in association with ICI Professional Products, was a huge success...

Minchinhampton gears up for the autumn
In a special feature, David White talks to Minchinhampton's new top man Paul Worster about the forthcoming season.

Top dressing: what it is and what it does
'You get what you pay for' is a wise expression - and none more so than in the field of top dressing, as we find out....

It's all work and all play...
Golf on one of Britain's busiest municipal courses...

Faces and places
Is Tracy Britain's first female head greenkeeper? We ask the question on the page which keeps you in touch with movements on the green....

Letters
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Around the Green
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George Brown, Paul Corfield and Richard Barker: winners in this year's National Golf Tournament